We present a method for supervised volumetric segmentation based on a dictionary of small cubes composed of pairs of intensity and label cubes. Intensity cubes are small image volumes where each voxel contains an image intensity. Label cubes are volumes with voxelwise probabilities for a given label. An unknown volume is segmented by cube-wise finding the most similar dictionary intensity cube. From these matches we use the probabilities from the label cubes to build a probability volume where overlapping cubes are averaged to obtain a robust label probability encoding. The dictionary is computed from labeled volumetric image data based on weighted clustering. We experimentally demonstrate our method using two data sets from material science -phantom data of solid oxide fuel cell simulations for detecting three phases, and a tomogram of a glass fiber composite used in wind turbine blades for detecting individual glass fibers.
Introduction
High resolution volumetric scanning has become a widely used technique in areas like material science and medicine, and automated quantification methods are necessary in order to obtain size and shape measures from these data. We present a method for supervised segmentation of volumetric data. The method is trained from manual annotations, and these annotations make the method very flexible, which we demonstrate in our experiments.
Our method infers label information locally by matching the pattern in a neighborhood around a voxel to a dictionary, and hereby accounts for the volume texture. Texture segmentation has been widely addressed in 2D [4, 8, 19] , whereas volumetric texture segmentation has received less attention [1] . This fact could be due to the extra computational effort introduced in 3D. However, 3D texture segmentation is highly appropriate for quantifying size and shape in 3D data. Applications in this paper are from energy material science.
Denmark is pursuing to obtain 100% of the energy from renewable resources by 2050 [6] . For this reason, it is important to develop renewable energy technologies, which involves investigating material properties to ensure efficiency and lifetime. Imaging the 3D micro-structure can be essential in characterizing and understanding such properties, e.g. the geometric configuration of a solid oxide fuel cell or the fiber geometry in a wind turbine blade material, which are the applications we investigate here.
Our applications contain three spatial dimensions, but data could also be two spatial dimensions and time as the third. If it were to be the latter, the evolution of the material's micro-structure under certain conditions (e.g. temperature or tension) could be investigated. Moreover, the flow of different elements (e.g. gas or liquid) through porous materials can be investigated [17] . Other applications are segmentation of anatomical structures in medical imaging [1, 16] , seismic facies analysis [14] or crystallography [15] . Many of the volumetric texture segmentation algorithms are extensions of common 2D techniques [2] or 2D segmentation propagation approaches for segmenting 3D materials [18] .
Wind turbines blades commonly use glass fiber composites for the load carrying parts of the blades, for which the fatigue damage mechanisms are not well understood. Wind turbine blades have long expected lifespans where they experience a high number of load cycles, which gives rise to fatigue damage evolution. In addition, the blade lengths are being increased because the power output of a wind turbine is proportional to the blade length squared. As fatigue is one of the main limiting factors of designing longer blades, improving the understanding of fatigue damage evolution in glass fiber composites is important [13, 7] . Here microstructure analysis using imaging is an important tool, both for material characterization and modeling.
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) operate by oxidizing a fuel to produce electricity and heat. The electrodes of an SOFC are typically two-phase porous systems. The two solid phases are responsible for electron and ion conduction and the pores allow transport of gaseous reactants and products to and from the electrochemically active sites at the triple phase boundaries (TPB). The chemical reactions can only take place at the TPBs where there is access for electrons, ions and gases through the corresponding three phases. The performance of an SOFC is thus strongly dependent on the density of TPBs in the electrodes and on how easily, electrons ions and gases can be transported to and from the TPBs [10] . The microstructure of an SOFC can only be indirectly controlled through a complicated interaction between powder particle sizes, casting methods and sintering temperatures. 3D characterization of the micro-structure is thus becoming an increasingly important tool to correlate the characteristics of the micro-structure to the cell performance and the production recipes.
In this paper we extend the 2D segmentation algorithm in [5] to 3D. The method is based on a dictionary of image patches and corresponding labels patches. Here we replace the image patches with volume cubes and investigate the effects on the segmentation. We see an improved performance in some of our experiments by extending to 3D, but at the expense of longer computation times. However, we obtain close to perfect segmentation of individual glass fibers in wind turbine blades, and also high performance in segmenting solid oxide fuel cell data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a description of the algorithm. Section 3 explains the data sets and materials which are utilized for the comparative study. In Section 4, the focus is on the results, where three methods (method from literature, 2D dictionary and 3D dictionary) are compared for each data set. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions.
Method
In the process of extending [5] to 3D, we have however changed some parts and therefore we include a description of the entire method despite the overlap with [5] . The method is based on a dictionary of small intensity cubes coupled with label cubes, and the dictionary is learned using weighted clustering. First we describe the dictionary, then we explain the problem we are optimizing, and finally we describe an algorithm to compute the dictionary and the method for inferring label information to an unlabeled volume.
The dictionary is based on annotated training data, where the annotation assigns each voxel in the training volume to one class label. Given a volume V I : Ω → R where Ω ⊂ R 3 and an annotation of that volume V L : Ω → N with labels l = 1, . . . , k, we want to build a dictionary D = (D I , D L ) consisting of the intensity dictionary D I ∈ R m×n and the associated label dictionary D L ∈ R km×n . Each column in D I contains a vector representation of small intensity cubes of side length M where m = M 3 , and n is the number of dictionary elements. The columns of D L contain vectorized label cubes represented as probabilities of labels. Therefore, each label vector contains km elements, where the first m elements are the probabilities of label 1, the next m elements are for label 2, etc. We get
An ideal dictionary would bê
where v Iη and v Lη are the η'th intensity cube and label cube from V I , V L respectively with η = 1, . . . , o where o is the number of intensity cubes in V I and λ is a scaling factor. i(η) is the index of the nearest intensity dictionary element
The first norm in (1) d Li(η) − v Lη 2 2 measures the Euclidean distance between the label dictionary element, and label cube and the second norm in (1) d Ii(η) − v Iη 2 2 is the Euclidean distance between the intensity dictionary element and intensity cube. Our aim is to minimize both simultaneously because we hereby obtain a discriminative dictionary and good clustering properties. We will later show that this is advantageous when using the dictionary for segmenting an unlabeled image.
Finding a solution to (1) is a hard problem. Without the first norm concerning the labels it is a k-means clustering problem, which is NP-hard, and we have not found a solution with the addition of the label information. So, based on (1) we suggest a heuristic clustering algorithm which has given good performance in our experiments. The basic idea is to estimate a weight from the label information and use that in a weighted k-means clustering approach.
The algorithm for building the dictionary is based on iteratively updating a set of dictionary elements. Initially a random set of ξ associated intensity and label cubes are selected asv j = (v Ij ,v Lj ) from the annotated training volume and vectorized, where j = 1, . . . , ξ. A subset of n patches are randomly selected as the initial dictionary D 0 , where n < ξ. New dictionary elements are now estimated iteratively as
where d t+1
Ii is the intensity dictionary element at iteration number t + 1. S i is the set of indices with intensity cubes closest to dictionary element i
The normalization factor is estimated as
This approach gives high weight to training samples with labels similar to the dictionary element and low weight to dissimilar samples. The label dictionary elements are estimated as average labels for the cluster as
where |S i | 0 is the cardinality of S i . In our experiments we have seen a satisfactory result with little change in the dictionary after approximately 10 iterations. The dictionary is used for segmenting a volume by building a label probability volume. This is done by matching the intensity dictionary elements to the volume we want to segment, and adding the associated label dictionary elements to an empty label probability volume.
Given a volume U I : Ω → R that we want to segment with U I ∈ R x×y×z we compute a label probability volume U L : Ω → R with U L ∈ R x×y×z×k . Initially we set U L to having all elements zeros. We can extract vectorized intensity cubes u Ih of the same spatial size as the dictionary elements, where h = 1, . . . , ρ is the number of possible cubes with side length M , so e.g. for an odd M we get ρ = (x − M + 1)(y − M + 1)(z − M + 1), which is a little less than the number of voxels due to the volume boundaries. Each u Ih is matched to the nearest intensity dictionary element using Euclidian distance. For a given intensity vector u Ih we get the nearest dictionary element
From this we take the corresponding label dictionary element d Li(h) and add it to the label volume U L at the coordinates of h'th cube extracted from U I for each of the k labels. When the probabilities are added we weigh them using a Gaussian weight function with standard deviation σ centered at the cube. After adding the probabilities in U L up, we simply normalize by dividing the sum over label probabilities for each voxel to make the probabilities sum to one over all k labels. Some smoothing at boundaries occurs which especially affects small features. In order to account for that, we estimate label-wise weights on an annotated validation set where we minimize the difference between the obtained probability volume and the annotation. We are given an annotated volume Q L and the computed label probability volume P L using a trained dictionary. Then we rearrange these volumes to Q L and P L such that each row contains the voxel-wise probabilities and each column represents the labels with each row summing to 1, i.e. Q L (r, l) ∈ {0, 1}, P L (r, l) ∈ [0, 1] and k c=1 Q L (r, l) = k c=1 P L (r, l) = 1, where Q L (r, l) and P L (r, l) are elements from Q L and P L at row r and column l respectively. We want to find the weight matrix W ∈ R k×k that minimizes
where the solution is found as
The voxel-wise probability of the final segmentation is obtained as
where u L (x) ∈ R k is a vector of label probabilities of the voxel from the spatial position x = (x, y, z) T in the intensity volume U I .
Materials
Two data sets are employed for the comparative study including:
1. Real data from glass fiber used for wind turbine blades. 2. Phantom data of solid oxide fuel cells.
Glass Fiber
The data set was obtained through 3D X-ray computed tomography imaging. The scanned sample is a cut-out of a fatigue test specimen and the dimensions of approximately 5 × 5 × 10 mm. The material considered is a uni-directional (UD) glass fiber/polyester composite used in the load carrying beam of a wind turbine blade. Uni-directional in this case means that the fibers are aligned in one main direction, making the composite strong in one direction, and weak in other directions. In order to hold the UD fiber bundles in place during manufacturing, they are stitched to a thin layer of transverse backing fiber bundles. As the backing only contributes lightly to the mechanical properties of the material, the main focus in this study is on segmenting the UD fibers.
In Figure 1 , we see one of the training slices and its corresponding annotated labeling where three different classes are defined: centers, fibers and matrix. 
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Phantom
We simulated a 3D SOFC phantom using a random process employing a simple curvature minimization scheme. Here the target phase fractions of 0.24, 0.38 and 0.38 where used for the pore, ion conducting and electron conducting phases respectively. This phantom creation scheme greatly simplifies many aspects of the evolution of a real micro-structure during sintering and as such the created micro-structure is not suited for comparison of higher order properties to a real SOFC. However, the scheme provides 3D micro-structure data that qualitatively matches the structure observed in real SOFC data sets [9] . The scheme is thus well suited as ground truth for segmentation. After the phantom creation of the artificial 3D micro-structure data the X-ray projections and reconstruction were simulated using slice wise radon and inverse radon transform using AIR tools 4 . 3% Gaussian noise was added to the radon transformed data before reconstructing it.
In Figure 2 , we can see one of the training slices and its corresponding annotated labeling, where three classes have been defined, corresponding to each of the three phases. 
Results
In this section we provide the results from our algorithm and compare it to well established image analysis methods. Glass fiber detection is compared to 2D scale space blob detection [12] and SOFC segmentation is compared to Markov random field (MRF) segmentation solved using graph cuts with alpha expansion [3, 11] . For both methods we chose parameters that minimized the segmentation error. It should be noted that the parameters for the MRF are not learned, i. e. they are known.
For the dictionary algorithms, several parameters need to be set. It is known that the segmentation is most sensitive to the change in atom size M , i.e. the side length of the cubes, and number of dictionary elements n, so segmentation errors will be calculated for different parameter settings so as to select the optimal.
Glass Fiber
For the glass fiber, the dictionaries have been trained with 9 slices of size 200×200 pixels, the validation set also contains 9 slices of the same size. The performance is calculated over only one test slice of size 500 × 500 pixels.
The performance measure is computed object-wise over the center class, and represents the true positive rate and false positive rate. We segment the center part of the fibers, and the individual fibers are found as the center of mass using connected component analysis on the center segments. Comparison to the manual marked ground truth is done by counting the number of true matches, which are found as points that have each other as nearest neighbors as well as a distance of less than 4 voxels. The 4 voxels are chosen because the average radius of the glass fibers is around 4 voxels. Results are shown in Table 1 . The computational time, defined as the time to train, validate and classify the one test slice, has also been calculated.
The computational time (C time ) grows as the number of elements in the dictionary increases (n) or the size of the volume cube (M ) becomes bigger. The average C time is 100.3 seconds for 3D, whereas it is 3.2 seconds for the 2D dictionary.
In Figure 3 , we see a zoomed image of fibers with circles around each of the detected centers for each of the three methods (blob detection, 2D dictionary and 3D dictionary) and the ground truth image. Circles are plotted with radius 4 for illustration purposes. As can be seen qualitatively from the images, the performance of the dictionary methods is substantially better than the one obtained through blob detection. The centers in the blob detection are found less accurately compared to those in the ground truth and some centers are not found (e.g. red circles in Figure 3 ). The displacement of the centers in the 2D and 3D dictionary with respect to the ground truth is very small. Moreover, the 3D dictionary performs slightly better than the 2D dictionary, as it finds all the centers, whereas in the 2D method results there are two centers which have been detected as one only center (blue circle Figure 3 ). This is because there are some pixels connecting these two centers.
Quantitatively the three methods can be compared using the performance measures TPR and FPR. In Figure 4 , a stack of 100 slices of 300 × 300 pixels was segmented using the 3D dictionary (M = 7, n = 1000). In these images we present the results in 3D, where the fiber orientation can be visualized (straight fibers appear as points in 4c). Note how accurate the fiber orientation can be visualized using this approach.
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Phantom
For the fuel cell data, the measure used to evaluate the performance is defined as the percentage of pixels which are classified correctly over all three classes. Results are shown in Table 2 . The dictionaries are trained with a volume of 50 × 100 × 100 pixels, validated with another volume of 50 × 100 × 100 and the performance is measured over a volume of 100 × 100 × 100 voxels. As for the glass fiber, the computational time is two orders greater when using the 3D dictionary. In Figure 5 , we see one segmented slice from the test set for each of the three methods (MRF, 2D dictionary and 3D dictionary) compared to the ground truth image. In this case, the benefit from the 3D expansion of the dictionary method is not significant due to the excessive smoothing introduced by the 3D dictionary. However, the dictionary methods do slightly outperform the MRF technique, as we can see from in the following quantitative results:
1. MRF: Performance = 0.9078. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a highly flexible and accurate method for 3D segmentation of complex image structures. The method is an extension of a 2D segmentation method and we have investigated if adding a new spatial dimension improved the segmentation performance, as this third dimension provides extra contextual information. We have conducted an investigation to demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed method. Our investigation included experiments for segmenting individual glass fibers in X-ray computed tomography data and for segmenting three phases in phantom data of solid oxide fuel cell data. With the glass fiber data we obtained close to perfect segmentation of the fiber centers. For the fuel cell phantoms we almost see no improvement going from 2D to 3D, which might be due to the excessive smoothing introduce by the 3D algorithm. The fiber detection was compared to scale space blob detection and the solid oxide fuel cell data was compared to Markov random field segmentation using alpha expansion. In both cases both the 2D and 3D methods outperformed these standard methods.
In the current implementation the computational cost is high, but the method has not been optimized for speed. Especially the 3D version is computational expensive with two orders of magnitude higher computation time and our plan to optimize the method for computational speed in our future work. With the ease of training and very high performance, we believe that the proposed methods can be a very useful tool in quantifying structures in complex volumetric data like tomograms of material samples.
